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Matthew Kelly talks about how generous people are the happiest people he knows. There must be a sense of freedom and 
contentment that comes with knowing you are trying to live the way God intended. Living a generous life has phenomenal 
benefits, but generosity has to be intentional and there are many obstacles that can prevent us from moving toward this 
way of living. 
 

Like most endeavors that are worth doing, we need to make becoming more generous a priority. However, priority 
doesn’t have to mean difficult, it just means identifying ways to incorporate small changes into our busy lives.   
 

In the generosity chapter of Kelly’s book, The Four Signs of a Dynamic Catholic, he talks about how many ways people 
show their gratefulness to God. The obvious one is money, but generosity flows out of people with their praise and  
appreciation of others, with their virtue and love, and with their time and talents. “It is by giving that we receive, and  
even more so, it is by giving that we become.” 
 

And it is in that becoming that people find happiness. And there is arguably no better time to practice and grow in  
gratefulness and generosity than this time of year. So, we created the Generosity Challenge as a vehicle to guide us  
along the path. 
 

The Generosity Challenge is a simple, yet powerful eight-week endeavor we are undertaking during this phase of Ignite 
Your Faith. Each week we will focus on one way to be generous in our lives. Here is how it will work: each parishioner will 
receive a Generosity Challenge booklet during Mass this weekend. Start with Week 1: Generosity through Words/Praise 
and choose an option from the short list that you would like to focus on. Complete the task during that week, tear out the 
perforated card and drop it in the large drum basket at church the next week at Mass. (Don’t worry, we will have extra 
copies for those who forget their card.) 
 

Each week we will focus on a different way to be generous. The following weekly topics include Work, the Environment, 
Family, Community, Giving/Money, Global Sharing, and Time. There are different options each week, with one being  
simple enough for young family members. 
 

As the weeks go by we will watch the large drum basket continue to grow which will be a visible sign of the impact we  
are making individually and as a Christian community. We welcome everyone, both young and old, to participate.  
 

It will be a great personal and collective journey as we move closer to Thanksgiving and into Advent. At St. Bart’s we will 
perform our own happiness experiment and see how we feel on the final Sunday of the Generosity Challenge, which is 
Christmas Eve morning. What a blessed way to end the program. 
 

Let the challenge begin! 
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